
Getting around

The Old Town of Vilnius is one of the largest in Europe, it can easily be explored on foot. 

Alternatively, Vilnius Transport (https://www.vilniausviesasistransportas.lt/en/) 

operates buses and trolleybuses in Vilnius. 

A single ticket for either bus or trolleybus: 

• costs 1 € and can be purchased from a driver (only in cash and preferably with a 

denomination of up to 5 euros);

• costs 0.65 €/30min if a Vilniečio kortelė (Vilnius Citizen Card (https://judu.lt/en/for-

public-transport-passengers/ticket-types-and-prices/))  is purchased from a kiosk

(also tickets should be bought in a kiosk);

• or you can use an app "Trafi„ (Trafi Vilnius - Navigate Public Transit) which can be

downloaded on your smartphone. 

Paper tickets which you purchased from a driver, need to be stamped/validated by using 

ticket electromechanical punch: yellow or brown punch with a slot (insert your ticket 

and it will be stamped). 

If you use Vilnius Citizen card (you should have tickets on this card, which you can also 

buy in a kiosk), swipe this card at the yellow electronic reader inside bus/trolleybus (you 

should hear a signal, what means that your ticket is activated). 

If you use app "Trafi" you should buy ticket before your travel and when you get on the 

bus/trolleybus immediately activate the ticket.



Bus the Venue with indication COST VOICES will be waiting
and leaving from parking place at Šventaragio street 1

Depending on busyness, the bus can be waiting on this point (just across the street)

Leaving time From the stop at From FTMC

Šventaragio street Saulėtekio avenue 3

8th June (Wednesday) 
the bus

8:30 16:30

9th June (Thursday) 
the bus

8:30
18:15

10th June (Friday)
the minibus

9:00
16:15



To get to the Venue you also can use Vilnius Transport. 
In this case: the Venue can be reached by 
trolleybus No. 2 from the Vilnius center. 
You have to get on at the stop ”Vinco kudirkos
aikštelė” or “Karaliaus Mindaugo tiltas”. 
And get off at the stop: “Saulėtekis”.


